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In this paper we shall be concerned with the question of rcachability when 
allowing distribution inputs. We show that a certain class of systems accept 
distribution inputs, but, in general, they cannot be exactly reachable. We shall 
also consider the problem of the uniqueness of canonical realizations in relation 
to exact reachability, and show that Matsuo’s result on uniqueness (Ph.D. 
dissertation, in preparation) does not apply to the example given in Baras, 
Brockctt, and Fuhrmann [IEEE Trans. Automatic Control AC-19 (1974), 693- 
7003. 
1. Ix*J-ROIWCTION 
There have been a number of interesting investigations on continuous- 
time constant (infinite-dimensional) linear systems. For example, Kalman and 
Hautus [3] proposed a framework for treating such systems with the following 
setup: Q (the input space) : &;-z,Ol (the space of distributions with compact 
support contained in (- 03, O]), r (the output space) :-- &L,,~) (the space of 
P-functions on [0, co)). The (zero-initial state) input/output map (external 
behavior of the system) is then represented by convolution of an input w and a 
fixed C--function (impulse response function, or weighting pattern) A. Using 
this framework, they successfully derived a differential equation descrip- 
tion of an interval model associated with such external behavior. For this 
internal model they took the state space to be the quotient space cY;-m,o,/kerf, 
where f denotes the input/output map. Xote that their realization (internal 
model) is always canonical in the classical sense (i.e., (exactly) reachable and 
observable). Rut the discussion on the character of the state space ~‘;-~,o,~kerf 
was left somewhat open. 
‘< This research was supported in part by US Army Research Grant DAA 29-77-G-0225 
and US Air Force Grant AFOSR 76-3034 Mod. R through the Center for hlathcmatical 
System Theory, Irniversity of Florida, Gainesville, I%. 3261 1. 
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1,eter ;IIatsuo [5] showed that every canonical rcaiization in this framework 
is isomorphic to the Kalman and Hautus realization 8’- ( ,~,,!kcr/ ;f XC cirnrnnd 
ihat the state space be barreled. 
Somewhat independently from this line, there have been a great deal of 
approaches to constant linear systems described by functional differential 
equations in a Banach space A’: 
where l,: is also a Banach space. 
In this context several authors (for esamplc, lIaras: Hrockett, and l’uhrmann 
[I]; Fuhrmann [2]; Triggiani [9, IO]) noted that under some mild assumptions 
the system (1 .I) cannot be exactly reachablc with L’- (or I,‘<-) inputs with 
bounded support. 
It seems that there is no detailed account on the precise relationship bctwwn 
these two types of approaches at present. For example, realizations gi\‘en by 
Kahnan and Hautus [3] arc always exactly rcachab!c (but ,zcit/z distrihzrtion 
inr$wts) hv construction. So this leads to the following interesting question: 
Ca?z the sptem (I. 1) be made exactly reachnble by enlar@g the inpt spw to the 
Space (Jf diS~rihltiOnS k/h COlnpUCt SUppOrt ? 
\Ve shall start by showing that a certain subclass of s!-stems of tyc (1.1) 
indeed “accepts” G’-inputs, i.e., them exists a continuous linear map ,y: X ;.-.,,,,,J 
-F +Y which extends the usual reachability map. One of the objectives of this 
paper is then to show (first, abstractly for general systems, then concrctclv for an 
example) that thev still cannot be cxactlv reachable. ‘lhis, however, leads to vet 
another interesting question. Suppose we restrict our attention to the rc~liablc 
set of (I .l). Then WC obtain an exactly reachable svstem with the topolog!; 
induced from the whole space S. Sow according to Matsuo [5]. if it is furthci 
observable, it must be topologicallv isomorphic to the Kahnan and I-Iautus 
realization L ’ C-I,.,i,:kerj, if thus constructed state space is harrelcd. On the other 
hand, nonluniqucness of such realizations is clearly shown b\; an example given 
by Haras, Brockett, and Fuhrmann [I]. In the last section we show that the 
reachable set of such a system, with the induced topolog! from the whole 
space X, is not barreled. 
‘l’hroughout the discussion k denotes a iiscd field, either R or C, u ith ~j!\. 
usual topology. Every space is a locally conves Hausdorfl’ space over k. Here UX: 
list some results on locally convex spaces and distributions that are necdc~! :atcr. 
11-e shall however omit proofs since they arc avai!ablc in the following standard 
references: Kijthc [4]; Schaefer [6]; L. Schwartz [7]; Treves [8]. 
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Let &(-,,,I denote the set of all k-valued P-functions on (--a, 01. The 
space &‘(--30,0~ is a Fr&het space with its topology generated by the following 
countable family of seminorms: 
(2.1) 
where 111 and a: are positive integers. 
DEHA-ITION 2.2. A subset B of Gc-~,~J is bounded iff for every ~1 > 0, 
(Y > 0 there exists C,,,, > 0 such that 
Pm.,(%) < (;‘,.a for all 11, E B. (2.3) 
IA3 fqer #] bc the dual space of 8(-,,,1 , i.e., the set of all continuous linear 
forms on &:)(--30,01 . It is well known that 6(-,,1 consists of distributions with 
compact support contained in (-00, 01. Let (4, w) denote the value of 
WEd’ (--n:,Ol evaluated at 4 E bt-m.O~ . The dual space &,,,, is equipped with 
the sfron,o dual topology defined by the seminorms 
PAW) := sup ‘(A w>i , 
dCB 
w E &{&, , (2.4) 
where B runs over all bounded subsets of &‘(-,,,,I . 
We shall make use of the following lemmas later. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let w E &~-z,,ol and B a bounded subset of Bc-,,~I . Then thre 
r,.vists a constant C > 0 such that 
I(%, W)I < c for all4 E B. (2.6) 
hkNA 2.7. Let X be a normed linear space with the norm ,j . 11 andg: &;-io,ul 
---P S a linear map. Then g is continuous .cz there exists a bounded set B in &t...,,ol , 
and a constant C > 0 such that 
,I g(w),; < Cp,(w) for all w E 8i-,,,j . (2.8) 
‘I’hc following definition will be needed in Section 5. 
Z)EFINITION 2.9. Let X be a locally convex IIausdorR space. A subset 2’ of X 
is a barrel iff it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) 7’ is convex; 
(b) T is bakunced in the sense that ti E T for all , (Y 1 < 1 and x E T; 
(c) ‘I’ is ubsovbing, i.e., for every .y c -Y thcrc csists a scalar I ,:’ 0 siich thdt 
LII ci T; 
(d) ‘/’ is ciosed. 
Kewzark. For a locally convex space one can choose a neighborhood msc: 
consisting of barrels. But the converse of this statement is, in generai, false. 
Consrder a constant linear system Z defined by the following funcSma!- 
differential equation in a reflexive Ranach space X: 
where 1;’ is 3 continuous linear operator in X, G a fixed element of -Y, XIld ?L 
(input) a scalar-valued function. Suppose that the initial state of the system is 
zero at t ::-: -- zc and an input u of bounded support is applied to the system. 
until t :-- 0. Then the resulting state at time 0 is given by 
x(0) = i” cxp( -13) Gu( f ) tit. (3.2) 
--co 
Sote that for every x* E X’ (-- : the dual space of S) the following equalities Iroid: 
o <x(O), x”) z s --J) (cxp(--Ft) Gu(t), s’:) dt 
(3.3,] 
= /e”r, (exp(-I+) G, .Y”> U(f) df 
at least for sufficiently smooth II. Yiote also that the right-hand side of’ (3.3) haA 
the form that u “acts” on the function (exp(----- Ff) G, .v*\. This observation 
suggests the following definition: 
(g-‘(u), x*) : ((cxp( ---H) G, .\.+‘>, u:‘, (3.4) 
whew g’(u) denotes the “state” resulting at time 0 under the action of an inpu: 
ii E L ;. .< ,,, , . Of course, in order that (3.4) makes sense, (exp(---J’t) G, .L.“; must 
!IC Cr. Indeed, we have 
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LEMMA 3.5. For erery x* c: X’, (exp(-IQ) G, x*) is a Cm-function on 
(--co,O]. 
Prooj. Immediate from the assumption that F is continuous. 1 
Clearly (3.4) gives a linear form on X’. But it is still not guaranteed that gL‘(u) 
belongs to X. In order to show this, we shall prove that g”(u) belongs to x”, 
which is equal to X by our hypothesis that X is reflexive. (This is the only place 
where this assumption comes into play. Further, one can indeed remove this 
hypothesis by using the Ma&y-Arens theorem, but the proof would become a 
little more involved.) Let B, denote the unit ball in x’. We start with the follow- 
ing 
LEMMA 3.6. I,et K :- .- {(cxp(-Ft) G, r”); x” E II,). Then K is a bounded 
set in tB( z,O~ .
Proof. For every m, (Y > 0, we have the following estimate: 
sup 
o;jsm 
1 (-$-)’ (exp( -FL) G, x*> [ 
-n<t<n 
= sup I(( --F)j exp( --Ft) G, x*)[ 
04Km 
-&<O 
< cxp(I, F j/ a) 8”” 1: G 1 (Ii x* Ij < I), 
where /3 : = max{!, F ” , I}. Thus K is bounded by Definition (2.2). l 
PROPOSITJON 3.7. For ecery u c- &-,,“, , g”(u) belongs to x”. 
Proof. Let us calculate jjg”(u);jxn: 
'1 g"(u)',x- L-Z ,"y,p I(g"(u), x")l 
* 1 
:--= sup I((exp(--Ft) G, x”), u)l 
z-q 
= sup I(& u)i < +a: 
&.EK 
because of Lemma (2.5) (note K is bounded). Hence gz(u) E X”. 1 
'THEOREM 3.8. The correspondence gz: S;-,,,, - X: u I-+gc(u) is continuous. 
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?r~oj. Let l;;,, be a neighborhood of 0 in 8;-m,Sl given by 
V K,< := {u E cF+“]; sup :<+, Zl>. < E}. 
6cK 
Let u belong to V,,, . Then we have 
‘! gI‘(& -= 1; g’(U);!y 
=. sup ,(g’(u), NT): 
Z’GB1 
(X is reflexive) 
(B, = the unit ball of .Y’j 
-- ;ll,p ,((cxp(--Ft) G, xX), U); 
’ I 
=.: SuKp ,<a, li)! < E. I 
R,WU&Z. It is easy to see that 
<?w = /:= cxp(--E’t) G(t) dt 
for s&Gently smooth 11. Hence thus defined z z is indeed a continuous extension 
of the usual reachability map (see (3.2)). 
We have seen that the input space can bc extended to cF~-,,~~~ for systems oi 
type (3.1). We pose the question: Can the rcachablc set X, (=; g’(B;-,,,,)) be 
the whole space X? If it were, we would have that the mapping R” is an open 
mapping by Matsuo’s uniqueness theorem (see also Ptak’s open mapping 
theorem--Schaefer [6, IV.8.3, Corollary 11). So .Y must be isomorphic to the 
quotient space b’/ker gz. (In the sequel we denote &-W,,O1 and CC’(-~.~~ simply b) 
A’, 8, respectively.) ‘Thus our question may be rephrased as “Curz E’,‘ker xz Be n 
Zlanach space ?” ’ The following Proposition (4.1) claims this is not the case 
unless L ‘/kcr gz is finite-dimensional. 
I’KOI’OSITIO~ 4.1 The space A”;‘ker gL‘ is a Banurh space IY and only if it is 01’ 
finite-dimension. 
FYor$ \Vc note from Schaefer [6, IV.9.7, Example 3] that C’ is a nuclear 
Space, and hcncc d’/kerg’ itself is a nuclear space (Schaefer [6, 111.7.41). Rut 
a nuclear space can be a Banach space iff it is of finite-dimension (Schaefer [6, 
III.7.13). 1 
I Icnce, in general, the systems of type (3.1) cannot hc exactly reachable. Let us 
further note the following additional result on the structure of d”/kergz. 
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~HOPOSlTlON 4.2. The space 8’/kcrgz is complete but not metriable unless it 
is finite-dimensional. 
Proof. First we note that ci’ is B-complete (Schaefer [6, I\‘.& Example 21) 
so that its quotient B’/kcrgz is also B-complete (Schaefer [6, 117.83, Corollary 
31). Since every B-complete space is complete (Schaefer [6, IV.8 I]), &‘/kcr gz is 
complete. 
Secondly, since G’/ker gZ is a complete locally convex space, it is metrizable if 
and only if it is a FrCchet space. On the other hand, B’ikergr is a DF-space 
(for a definition, see Kijthe [4, 29.31) as a separated quotient of a DF-space B’ 
(K&he [4,29.5]). But a IM-space is a Frechet space if and only if it is a Banach 
space; see, for example Kijthe [4, 29.11. By Proposition (4.1) this is impossible 
unless it is finite-dimensional. 1 
5. EXAMPLE 
In this section WC confine ourselves to the example given in Baras, Brockett, 
and Fuhrmann [l]. The example is the system Z defined by 
d 
ZX” = &x, + g,u, 
n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
r(t) = $ JI,x, , 
n-1 
(5.1) 
where the state space X = la, and (gn}, {h,) E 1”. They showed that if A, f A, 
for n =# m and g,, f 0, h, j: 0 for all n, this type of system is weakly canonical 
(i.e., the reachable set is dense in P, and observable), but there can be still 
many nonisomorphic systems of type (5.1) that have the same external behavior. 
Let us assume / A,, 1 < A. Note that this is equivalent to assuming that the 
operator: (xi , xa ,..., .v, ,...) t-+ (h,xr , &xa ,..., h,x, ,...) is bounded. We already 
know that Z accepts &‘-inputs by Theorem (3.8), for ,?Z is a special case of (3.1) 
by putting X ::- P, F := diag(A, , A, ,..., A, ,...), G := (g,}. Our objective in 
this section is to explicitly see that 
(i) X, : = gz(&--,,,J is not equal to the whole space P, i.e., Z cannot 
be exactly reachable even with b’-inputs; 
(ii) the reachable subspace X, , with the topology induced from P, is not 
barreled. 
The second statement explains why Matsuo’s result on the uniqueness of 
canonical realizations does not apply to this example. 
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Given an input zl E A ‘, wc can express g’(zl) (set (3.4)) as 
rTEoln -= (exd--h,t)g,) , u>, IL = 1, 2,..., 
where g2‘(~),,J denotes the 71th coordinate of gT(u). Let JI : =- (exp(---- A,,!), 
iz -_ 1, 2,...3; it is easy to set that AI is a bounded subset of 8. Then we have 
~ROIWSI’IYO~ 5.2. The reachable set X, is not equal to P, i.e., the system Z is 
not exactly reachable even with P-inputs. 
i’rooj. First, WC have the following estimate: 
g”(u)‘, = (exp(-X,t)g, , u>, 
= :(exp(---X,,t), u)i ! gn 
(5.3) 
< sup ;(4”, u>; ! gn ! 
QEM 
-; Pd4 I Kn I for all n. 
Clearly P,+,(U) is finite by Lemmas (2.5) and (2.6). On the other hand, the follow- 
ing Lemma (5.4) shows that there always exists an P-sequence {Y,~> such that no 
positive constant C satisfies the inequality ’ yn I 5; C g,, / . This proves the 
assertion. 1 
LEMU 5.4. For every P-sequence {g,} such that gn 7 0 joey all II, ihne exists 
(y,,) E l2 such that / m/g, i is unbourtded. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. For each positive integer m, define .K:% b) 
K,,, :== ({X,) E 1’; i x, < m : g,L for all 71). 
It is easy to verify that K, is a closed symmetric convex set for each nz. By The 
assumption we have l2 = Uz=, K,,, . Then by the J3airc category theorem, nt 
least one of the K,,‘s, in fact K, itself, contains an open ball V. Since K, IS 
symmetric and convex, WC may assume 1’ is of the type: V =. ,I.~ t: 12; x 1 -< 61. 
Choose a number ?r such that 2 1 g, : < E. Let ~(~1 be the clement of l2 given b! 
~9’ z 741,; and XI”’ : : 0 if j # 12. Then Ii aW 1 =. 2 i g, < E, so A+’ E C’. But 
.(k) ! J”,; , = 2 j g, / > gk ; . Thus xck) 1: KI , contrary to the assertion V C AC1 [ 
Sow given (x,J E X, , we define i’(.~,,),,~ by 
In view of (5.3), il{x,)llm is well defined for every {x7,1- E X, , but not necessarily 
so for {.x,,f $ XR . 
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~l~OPOSITION 5.5. Let T : = {x E XR; !I x ,lx < 1 }. Then 1’ is a barrel of X, . 
Proof. It is easy to see that T is convex, balanced and absorbing (cf. Defini- 
tion (2.9)). We must show that ir’is closed. Let xv bc a sequence in T converging 
to x0 E X,, . Since XD -+ x0 in Z2, each component xjP converges to xjo for every j. 
Since i xip ; ,< 1 for allj, 1 xj O ; < 1 follows. Thus x0 belongs to T. I 
The next Proposition (5.6) claims that the above defined 7’ is not a neigh- 
borhood of X, , thereby establishing the fact that X, is not barreled. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The barrel 1’ dejined aboae is not a ?le&hborhood of 0 in X, . 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Define a linear map YZ X, -p lm by 
According to (5.3) this is a well-defined map. By the definition of U, ,I Y({xn});l 
< I if and only if {xn} E T. In other words T = Y-l(B,“), where B,” dcnotcs 
the unit ball of IT. This means that Y is continuous by our assumption. Since 
X, is known to be dense in I’ (cf. Baras, Brockett, and Fuhrmann [l]), there 
exists a unique continuous extension P: l’+ lco such that p({x,]) = (x,/gg,} 
is well defined on the whole space I 2. But this contradicts the conclusion of 
Lemma (5.4). Hence T cannot be a neighborhood of X, . 1 
6. COIWLUDING REMARKS 
It has been somewhat informally conjectured that the nonuniqueness of 
canonical realizations occurs in the Baras, Brockett, Fuhrmann-example in 
spite of Matsuo’s result on the uniqueness because the state space of their 
example is too “small” to accept &‘-inputs. We have seen, however, that the 
state space of the Baras, Brockett, Fuhrmann-example is indeed large enough 
to accept &‘-inputs, but the reason for nonuniquencss is purely topological, i.e., 
the reachable set of the Baras, Brockett, Fuhrmann-example is not barreled. 
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